Fundraising coaching sessions in the wake of COVID-19

Partnering with Nonprofits to Meet the Moment

In times of crises, Cause Effective has partnered with nonprofit organizations to provide strategic coaching to nonprofit professionals and board members. Whether it was during the aftermath of 9/11, the crash of 2008, or Hurricane Sandy — Cause Effective has helped organizations grappling with making urgent, dramatic changes in their fundraising strategy.

Cause Effective has helped nonprofits recover, pivot and build a stronger culture of philanthropy to be better prepared for unexpected crises.

In response to the pandemic, Cause Effective is providing 45-minute pro bono counseling sessions to organizations small and large working to navigate their fundraising efforts during this challenging time.

Get in touch with Cause Effective

Our veteran team of consultants has helped hundreds of nonprofits to strengthen during a crisis. Schedule some time to setup a Coaching Session with Cause Effective. We can help position your organization for success today and beyond.

Coaching sessions for nonprofit professionals:

These coaching sessions will help nonprofit leaders problem solve and offers an opportunity to assess your organization’s unique circumstances and move towards fundraising solutions.

- Cause Effective can help nonprofit leaders strengthen your case for support and energize supporters to give to your fundraising efforts in the wake of the pandemic
- Cause Effective can help nonprofit leaders inspire your board of directors to connect more deeply to the mission and work to raise additional funds to sustain your important programs and plan for the future
- Cause Effective can provide nonprofit leaders with strategic guidance to help launch fundraising campaigns to meet immediate needs during this crisis
- Cause Effective can help nonprofit leaders create new strategies to raise funds in place of cancelled or postponed special events due to the pandemic
- Cause Effective can help nonprofit leaders increase your organization’s voice and engagement on digital platforms so your mission and work remains top of mind

These are just some examples of the services that Cause Effective can provide through our Coaching Sessions.
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